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the disc also comes with a "galactic connections" collectible guide. this isn't a full-on guide to the
galaxy, but it's got some neat stuff on it, including a map of the galaxy, brief bios of some of the

characters, and some trivia about the movies. i will say that this is a pretty good addition to the disc,
and is one of the more interesting extras on this disc. at just over two hours, rogue one: a star wars
story is an impressive movie. despite having a somewhat confusing origin story involving multiple

factions on different planets, the story is action packed, well-paced, and definitely keeps its attention
- even when it would have been easy to stray. while it's not a perfect film, it's an excellent addition

to the star wars legacy, and i have no doubt disney will put the final touches on a sequel before long.
rogue one takes us to a galaxy far, far away. i think it's safe to say i'm in the minority on this one,

but i'm a huge star wars fan, and just couldn't be happier to see this new chapter in the epic saga -
especially in this new, visually stunning format. the special effects were fantastic, although some of
the more elaborate ones could have been a bit more controlled, especially during the melee scenes.
music was spot on, and the score fits the action very well. disney/lucasfilm chose a decent dynamic

range in this transfer, and it looks gorgeous. i'm happy to say that the film's colors are well-
represented, and its flesh tones are a little warmer than i'm used to seeing on dvd. the reddish tones
seen in more light-toned areas of the film (such as at the rebel base) are very strong, though. unlike
the blu-rays that came out of disney's previous star wars films, rogue one does not have a lot of the
subtle green tinting to those colors, so they look slightly brighter and more saturated here. i'm also

happy to see that blacks are strong and deep. they're less deep than what we're used to seeing with
blu-ray, but it's not a bad thing, and it helps the image pop, even when darkness is involved. this

movie really does look fantastic on blu-ray.
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